
CLX3300 Series Cylindrical Lock with BHSS Trim
Corbin Russwin's BHSS trim for the CLX3300 Series cylindrical 
lock provides aesthetics, safety and reliability that complements 
healthcare facilities’ mission to create more modern, peaceful 
environments for their patients. The integrated lever and 
escutcheon provides a streamlined look and feel that brings 
an elegant style to the most demanding environments and fits 
perfectly in behavioral health areas.
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APPLICATIONS
• Behavioral Health Units

• Patient Room Doors

• De-escalation Rooms

• Psychiatric Facilities

CLX3300 Series with  
BHSS Trim
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FEATURES
• Recognized by New York State Office of Mental Health (NYS-OMH) for use in high  

risk areas* 
• Aesthetic design with integrated lever and escutcheon
• Uses the ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 CLX3300 Series cylindrical lock
• Available in passage, privacy, classroom, storeroom, entrance, dormitory or  

electrified functions
• Stainless Steel finish (630) standard; Microshield® antimicrobial coating optional (630C)
• Locked outside lever is available freewheeling or rigid
• Compatible with Corbin Russwin conventional cylinders as well as large and small 

format interchangeable core
• Supplied standard with Torx® security screws

BENEFITS
•  Strong and durable: lock exceeds ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 requirements to withstand 

abusive environments

•  Versatile: can be used on many opening types including high, medium and low risk

•  Cost effective: bored lock configurations require a lower investment than 
comparable mortise lock variations

•  Beautiful: tapered surfaces complement modern design environments

•  Easy to use: intuitive operation of lever provides easy access for staff and patients

•  Minimizes risk: helps contribute to patient safety with integrated trim design

NOTE: Although this product is better designed for 
behavioral health applications than traditional trim, 
it does not eliminate the risk that an object can be 
affixed to, or around it. A lockset function that requires 
a rigid lever when locked or a push/turnbutton may 
introduce a ligature opportunity

*Refer to Patient Safety Standards Guidelines for the latest approved products  
(https://omh.ny.gov/omhweb/patient_safety_standards/)

https://omh.ny.gov/omhweb/patient_safety_standards/

